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Being a Cartoonist Memory Tool
Lesson Guide



A comic strip is a short series of illustrations, 
with brief dialogue, that tells a story or a 
frozen moment within a story.  A cartoonist 
draws simple, uncomplicated framed 
drawings, with a script, that portrays a brief 
moment of conflict and resolution.

INTRODUCTION



As directed, following the lesson, individually, with a partner 
or small group,

1. Lesson Idea – Briefly think of 
lesson-related incident or turning 
point in a sequence of events, that 
would lead to a conflict or 
challenge needing to be solved.



(Sheet of Paper)

STEP ONE 

COMIC STRIP CHALLENGE
STUDENT ASSIGNMENT

Assignment Reference - (Book, Article, Page number and/or URL address):

TOPIC:

Lesson-related incident (conflict or challenge) - What happens 
in that moment?  



2. Now expand your comic idea or story plot.   

•Who are the characters?

Are the characters human, animals or 

living objects that solve the problem 

related to the conflict? What are their 

quirks, sense of humor and so on? 
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STEP TWO

DESCRIBE THE CHARACTERS
Characters Description, Quirks, Sense of Humor, Etc.



2. Now expand your comic idea or story 

plot by creating a Comic Strip Plot 

Summary.
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COMIC STRIP PLOT SUMMARY
Who are the characters? Who created the conflict?  Who 
solved the conflict?
What happened in the conflict plot?

When does the conflict plot take place?

Where does the conflict plot take place?

Why does the conflict plot take place?

How does the conflict plot take place?



3. Next, generate a Comic Panel Planning 
Sheet for each Comic Panel.  A Comic 
Panel is a single drawing depicting a 
frozen moment or frame, within a 
sequence of events. 



For each panel, divide a sheet of paper 
in half horizontally.  Then, on the top 
half of the paper, divide into two 
columns. Label the left-hand column, 
Script Dialogue and label the right 
column, Corresponding Action.  
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STEP THREE

COMIC PANEL PLANNING SHEET
Script Dialogue:
(Short and brief lines)

Brief Description of 
Corresponding Action:



Limit your story plot moment to two to 
four sequential panels or sheets of 
paper.  First, briefly note the script line 
and corresponding action for each 
panel, on each sheet of paper.



4. Then, use the bottom half sheet of each 
Comic Panel Planning Sheet to create a 
thumbnail sketch of each frozen story 
moment, using stick figures, coupled 
with simple shapes, lines and scribbles.
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STEP FOUR

COMIC PANEL PLANNING SHEET
Thumbnail Sketch



5. Save your extensive detail drawing for 
the final comic panels.  However, 
complete the final comic strip, manually 
or digitally. 



If digitally generated, use an electronic 
comic strip template.  These templates 
can be found by doing a simple online 
search for a comic strip maker.  Then, user 
inserts their detailed content and receives 
immediate results.



If manually generated, draw each cartoon 
panel and leave room above each 
character for a Speech or Thought balloon.  
The balloon should include a pointer to 
indicate which character is making the 
statement or sharing a thought. 
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STEP FIVE

ENLARGE, DETAILED COMIC PANELS



Prepare to glue panels sequentially to a 
poster board. Be sure and leave space, 
referred to as a gutter, between each panel.  
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